
This Group show focuses on artists whose works
indicate how status manifests itself in
contemporary western society. Edward Bader,
Allen Ball and Lance McLean include iconic
representations of everyday objects in their
work — gym equipment, French Bull dogs and
campbell’s soup cans. These culturally loaded
objects not only refer to society but each artist
has chosen objects to which they have  a
particularly personal connection. It is with this
personal selection, that the works are imbibed
with significance and the artists communicate
their relationship to the culture in which they
live. 
Lance McLean is a Calgary performance and
mixed-media artist who included seven, large-
scal colour photographs of his earlier collage
works. These collages include images that
parallel art and sport by investigating the ways
in which these activitiescontribute to our
identities. McLean is also interested in the role
of the audience in shaping the identity of the
artist/athelete and returned to the gallery to
actively engage an audience during two
performances.PUMP was a humorous,
endurance-based performance in which the
artist mimicked atheletic postures and
movements of a weight lifter. ...BAIL
For the duration of the exhibition Edmonton
artist Allen Ball will exhibit two billboards of his
French Bulldogs (Lily and Lucky) at Barlow Trail
NE and 23 Avenue and 23 Street NE and 23
Avenue, Calgary. In the gallery a text panel will
include information from the French Bulldog
Club of England Breed Standard. This panel
explains the long and somewhat humorous rise
of the French Bulldog’s status among breeds. 
Edward Bader received a Masters of Fine Art in
drawing/painting from the University of Calgary
in 1993. He has shown his work regionally for

Edward Bader is a Calgary artist who has used a
digital camera to document the gym as a site to
achieve the post-industrial body. In a series of
eighteen, three-by-four inch Epson 3000 digital
prints on photography paper, Bader documents
and renames well-known gym equipment as it is
arranged in the industrial gyms that
contemporary knowledge workers visit during
their breaks from work. Bader observes that
many white-collar workers order their lives
around, and synthesize their movements in the
gym in order to achieve the hard-body — a post-
industrial status symbol in western
contemporary cultures.

over fifteen years and his work is in several
collections. Bader teaches art sessionally at
various institutions and currently lives in
Calgary. A selection of Edward’s Bader’s work
can be viewed at:
URL:http://www.geocities.com/Soho/Exhibit/70
35/PostIndustrialBody/index.html

Allen Ball received a Bachelor of Arts with
Honours in painting and printmaking from the
Camberwell College of Arts and Crafts in
London, England. He received a Commonwealth
Scholarship and moved to Canada in 1987 to
receive a Masters of Fine Arts in painting from
the University of Alberta in Edmonton (1990).
Since his move to Canada, Ball has exhibited
extensively regionally and nationally and his
work is owned by many collections. Currently,
Ball teaches sessionally at Grant MacEwan
College and works as the Executive
Director/Administrator at Harcourt House Arts
Centre in Edmonton. He is the proud owner of
two French Bulldogs. 

Lance McLean was born in Edmonton and moved
to Calgary in 1994 to study sculpture at the
Alberta College of Art and Design. McLean is best
known for his duct-tape performances which he
has been doing regionally since 1996. Concurrent
with these activities, McLean has been combining
performance, video and mixed-media to develop
new installations and interventions. 

This is a Stride Gallery brochure written by Diana
Sherlock who has been chosen by the gallery
because of their particular interest in the project.
These publications provide regular opportunities
for diverse writers to publish work that furthers
critical discourse about contemporary art. 
gallary director and project curator: Diana
Sherlock
photography: MN Hutchinson
publication design: MN Hutchinson and Diana
SherlockTr
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Stride Gallery is funded in part by the Alberta
Foundation for the Arts, the Canada Council for
the Arts Program and Operations Assistance for
Artist-Run Centres, the Calgary Region Arts
Foundation and the generous support of the
Calgary community. Billboard space for Allen
Ball’s project generously donated by Progress
Outdoor Advertising Corporation in Calgary. 
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